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Eden Beauty Therapy celebrates 10 years in town!

Our High Street has
looking fresh and healthy whilst
seen many changes
combating the effects of ageing.
over the last 10 years
As well as Skin Care and Gel
but one of the things
Nails, Eden Beauty Therapy also
that has remained
specialise in:
constant throughout
 Hair Removal
is the presence of
 Eyes & Brows
‘Eden Beauty Therapy’
 Advanced Cosmetic Procedures
on Church Street. In
 Manicures & Pedicures
order to celebrate this
 Callus Peels
great
achievement
 Massage
Emma
has
some
Owner
&
Therapist
Emma
Stoner
 Ear Piercing (restrictions apply)
fun things and very
special offers planned for the actual The salon team consists of therapists Emma and
birthday itself on Thursday 2nd Sarah with support from receptionists Clair, Una
October.
and Charlotte.
The beauty industry moves at a fast pace with
***JOIN IN THE CELEBRATIONS***
regards to new treatments and products and
Emma and the team would love you to come
Emma, along with her other therapist Sarah,
and celebrate their 10 year anniversary
will always ensure they have the latest training
with them on Thursday 2nd October where
in new products coming from their suppliers.
you will be able to take advantage of some
Recently introduced to their range of nail
very special offers! There will be a 10%
treatments are Jessica and Orly Gels. Orly Gel FX
reduction on all treatments and products
Nails give you a lasting finish because the gels
that day.
are more durable than an ordinary nail polish.
Gel FX is a vitamin infused Gel Polish which is Eden Beauty Therapy also run their own
set under an LED light for just 30 seconds per loyalty card scheme where customers receive
layer meaning you can leave the salon with your a stamp each time they visit and spend £20 or
more. Once 10 stamps have been collected a
nails ready to go.
gift voucher is awarded to spend in the salon.
The Jessica GELeration range has been created Brand new clients also receive a little goody bag
with the health of the natural nail in mind. This on their first visit.
evolution in technology protects nails, offering
weak, bitten or problem nails the opportunity The salon is open Tuesdays to Saturdays from
to grow and each of these treatments is tailored 9am and open until late on Thursdays. Why
not pop into the salon at 5 Church Street,
to suit the client’s nail type.
Edenbridge, TN8 5BD or call 01732 862 224. The
Guinot facials have been very popular since team look forward to meeting and treating you!
the salon opened particularly the Hydradermie
facial. These treatments can only be carried out You can also keep up-to-date on special offers
by professionally qualified therapists and are by liking the facebook page or following
tailor-made to suit the skin type of each client. them on twitter @edenbeauty5 or for more
Both the Hydradermie and Lifting facials use a information visit www.edenbeautytherapy.net.
special machine, which helps to reach deeper *NEWS FLASH**NEWS FLASH**NEWS FLASH*
levels of the skin. Clients feel the difference Eden Beauty Therapy are currently recruiting
straight away and the effects are long lasting. for another Beauty Therapist. Please get in
Emma says that regular facials keep you skin touch with the salon if this could be you!
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